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Small breakthroughs
offer big hope
of AIDS 'cure'
WASHINGTON: Small but significant breakthrough studies
on people who have beenable to overcome or control HIV
were presented Thursday at a major world conference on
ways to stem the threedecadeold disease.
One study focused on a group of 12 patients in France who
began treatment on antiretroviral drugs within 10 weeks of
becoming infected with human immunodeficiency virus, but
then stopped the therapy after nearly three years.
The virus has stayed away for a median of six years in the

group, known as the Visconti Cohort, which stands for
"Virological and Immunological Studies in CONtrollers
after Treatment Interruption."
This unique group of people did not completely eliminate

"HIV, but continued to possess it at an extremely low level in
their cells and did not become sick.

"These results suggest that the antiretroviral treatment
shbuld be started very early after infection," said Charline

Bacchus, lead researcher of the study at France's national
AIDS research agency ANRS.
Scientists are continuing to study the immune char
acteristics of this group for clues as to why they do not need
prolonged medication. For most HIV patients, antiretroviral
drugs must be taken for life.

The second study involved two HIVpositive men whose
DNA showed no trace of the virus eight and 17 months
respectively after receiving stem cell transplants from an
outside donor as treatment for blood cancer.
The men have been followed for two and three and a half

years respectively, with.no sign of the virusV return.

Researchers have also noted they experienced a sharp
decline in HTV antibodies, suggesting the virus is gone.
Their cases are different from the wellknown "Berlin

patient," American Timothy Brown, who is considered cured
of HIV and" leukemia five years after receiving similar bone
marrow transplants from a rare donor naturally resistant to
HIV, or lacking a CCR5 receptor.
The two men in the study received transplants from donors
with the CCR5 receptor, which acts as a gateway allowing
HIV to penetrate the cells, so they were not afforded
protection against the virus by that mutation.
Researchers believe that by continuing to treat the men
with antiretroviral drugs during the process, the medicine
prevented the donor cells from becoming infected until they
were able to provide the men with new immune defenses.
The study was presented at the 19th International AIDS
Conference by Daniel Kuritzkes, professor of medicine at
Brigham and Women's Hospital in Massachusetts.
A third study on how a cancer drug helped purge HIV from
the cells of patients was described by lead researcher David
Margolis of the University of North Carolina.
Researchers used the chemotherapy drug vorinostat to
revive and so unmask latent HTV in the CD4+ T cells of eight
trial patients who were also taking antiretroviral drugs to stop
the virus from multiplying.

Margolis, whose study was published Wednesday in the
British journal Nature, told reporters that researchers are
energized toward the goal of finding a cure for HIV, even if
it remains many years away.  AFP

